Abstract-A new construction method for codes correcting multiple localized burst errors is proposed. The codes obtained by this method improve upon codes presented by Larsson in size, while keeping the encoding and decoding complexity low. Like the Larsson codes, the proposed codes are asymptotically optimal when the number of bursts to be corrected is fixed and the correctable burst length grows linearly with the codelength. Unlike the Larsson codes, the proposed codes are also asymptotically optimal when the number of bursts to be corrected and the correctable burst length are both fixed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the concept of channels with localized errors, it is assumed that the encoder knows the possible error locations but not the error values, while the decoder has no a priori information about either error locations or error values. This concept has been introduced by Bassalygo, Gelfand, and Pinsker [2] . Important results in this fast emerging research field have been presented by the same authors [3] , by Ahlswede, Bassalygo, and Pinsker [1] , and by Larsson [4] . Possible applications of codes designed for correction of localized errors are in the areas of storage media and mobile communications [4] .
In this correspondence, a construction method for codes correcting (multiple) localized burst errors is proposed. The codes obtained by this method improve upon the best known codes in size. The correspondence is organized as follows. First, notations and definitions are given in Section II. Then, the construction method is presented in Section III. Finally, the proposed method is analyzed in Section IV.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We will mainly use the same notations as in [4] . The problem consists of transmitting messages from a message set M of size M over a q-ary channel. For this purpose, we consider block codes of length n over the alphabet Q = f0; 1; 1 11;q 0 1g: The set of positions in a codeword is denoted by N = f1;2; 111; ng: The set E is a subset of N consisting of positions where errors may occur during transmission over the channel and it is known a priori to the encoder but not to the decoder. It is assumed that no errors will occur outside the set E: The set E is called the configuration of unreliable positions. In the case of multiple localized burst errors, which is the topic of this correspondence, the set E consists of the union of m sets of b consecutive positions.
Denote by e e e(E ) a possible error vector for a certain set E and by e e ei(E ) the ith component of e e e(E ): The encoder does not know the error values but it knows that there will be no errors in the positions outside E: In other words, the encoder knows that e e e i (E) = 0 for all i 2 NnE: The set of unreliable positions may change from one codeword to another. 
Note that the upper bound from (6) is indeed better than the bound from (4), since 
For a conventional q-ary code of length n correcting m (nonlocalized) bursts of length b, the number of codewords is upper-bounded by
which is an immediate consequence of the Reiger bound [5] .
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By reading the contents of the 2m + 1 subblocks, the receiver obtains the locations of the m possible bursts through a majority decision. Since the number of positions remaining for the data is 
In order to guarantee the existence of at least m + 1 error-free subblocks, the burst length b must satisfy
The main disadvantage of Larsson's method is that the location information on the bursts is transmitted m + 1 times. In the new method proposed here, this information is sent only once. However, to guide the decoder on its way to retrieve this information, a price , such as a smaller allowable burst length b, must be paid as well. More 
Note that z always exists, since there are m + 1 disjoint sets P i , while V contains only m elements. Finally, define yi = minfjjLi;j \ V = ;g 
Take into account that N; P i ; L i;j ; L i;j ; R i ; s; and S i are fixed and are known a priori to both the encoder and the decoder. Table I gives an example for the case b = 10; m = 2; n = 300; and q = 4, i.e., in case of a quaternary code of length 300 correcting two localized bursts of length ten. On the other hand, Ei;Ei; V;z;yi; and Y depend on the actual set E, which implies that they may change from codeword to codeword and are known a priori only to the encoder.
Continuing the example of The main idea in the construction method is to utilize the subset R z [ S z of P z for the burst location information, and to enable the T (n; m; b) because of (18) and (9).
In the encoding procedure we compose a codeword where all c(i) 2 Q; as follows: 1) From E, determine first V and then z and Y. Hence, the size of the code reads
The decoding procedure, when receiving a word f (m m m; E) 8 e e e(E ) = (r(1); r(2); 11 1;r(n)) reads as follows. 
If no i with r(L i;j ) 6 = 0 for all 1 j m + 1 is found, then an incorrectable error pattern is detected, and the decoding procedure is stopped (decoder output is 3). 
In this section we analyze the rate of the Larsson codes and the proposed codes in comparison with upper bounds on the rate of codes for multiple localized burst error correction as well as upper bounds on the rate of conventional codes for multiple burst error correction. First, we elaborate upon the example started in the previous section, i.e., the case of quaternary codes of length 300 correcting two localized bursts of length ten (q = 4; n = 300; m = 2; b = 10): In Figs. 1-4 we give (upper bounds on) code rates, while fixing three of the code parameters q; n; m; and b; and varying the fourth one. In each of the four figures, the following five (bounds on) code rates are indicated.
• Code rate of the Larsson code ("squares"), derived from (25) and (11) 1 0 (mb + mr + r)=n
where r is given by (10).
• Code rate of the proposed code ("circles"), derived from (25) and (23) 1 0 (mb + 2m + s + 1)=n (27) where s is given by (18).
• Trivial upper bound on the rate of codes for multiple localized burst error correction ("diamonds"), derived from (25) and (4) 
• Hamming-type upper bound on the rate of codes for multiple localized burst error correction ("asterisks"), derived from (25) and (6) 
The figures show that for the examples under consideration (big) improvements in code rate are indeed possible for the localized burst error concept over the conventional burst error concept, that the proposed codes are considerably larger than the Larsson codes, and finally, that the proposed codes are quite close to the theoretical optimum.
Next, we consider the asymptotic rate when m is fixed and b grows linearly with n, i.e., b=n ! ; n ! 1; where is a constant satisfying 0 < < 1=m: Since r and s, as given in (10) and (18), at most grow logarithmically with n, it follows from (12) that the Larsson method requires 0 < < 1=2m and from (13) 
